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Basic Flow of FNS-Pathways Assessment 

1.  Determination of DEMO/power plant parameters and requirements, 
over an appropriate range to represent “conservative” to 
“aggressive”.  Roll these back to where we are and to where we 
expect ITER to bring us. 

2.  Systems level analysis of possible “missions” in the pathway to 
DEMO/power plant. 

3.  Identification of critical R&D needs, with initial assessment of how 
to address the needs (but more detailed assessment to follow this 
exercise). 



1.  Identify DEMO/power plant parameters and 
requirements, over an appropriate range to encompass 

“conservative” to “aggressive” visions  
•  For example, ARIES-I (βN ~ 3) to ARIES-RS/AT (βN ~ 5.5) for the 

tokamak 

•  This will include plasma physics and engineering/technology 

•  This will necessarily include parameters that are representing a number 
of additional hidden parameters, for example, FW lifetime > 3-5 years, 
which is driven by reasonable replacement times, represents nuclear 
damage limits, plasma interaction limits, and must provide the proper 
mechanical and thermal behavior over this life. 

•  Critically examine assumptions used in power plant visions, are these 
feasible projections with R&D. 

•  Tentative identification of missions in the FNS pathway, determined by 
evolution of critical parameters on the path toward DEMO (for example 
neutron damage, plasma duration, duty cycle/availability, etc.) 
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parameters derived 
for the ReNeW effort 
on high performance 
steady state plasmas 

(core plasma and 
plasma core-edge 
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range of target 
parameters 

These parameter 
specifications will 
point to R&D in 

plasma, nuclear, and 
non-nuclear science 
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2.  Systems level analysis of “missions” and 
“facilities” along the FNS path to a DEMO/power 

plant 
•  Identification of “facilities” for a range of “missions”, including the “gaps” 

they leave, the impact of broader or narrower “mission” on device 
definition, the plasma performance assumptions required and their 
sensitivities, the sensitivity to engineering/technology assumptions, and 
motivations for R&D, etc.  

•  Operating space approach to systems analysis is used, which scans a 
large number of parameters and provides a number of viable operating 
points, allowing one to examine sensitivities.  Smallest or cheapest, or 
conservative or aggressive, or other features can be isolated. 

•  Approach has a physics component and an engineering component 
(and also a costing if necessary) component.  The viable physics points 
can represent conservative to aggressive plasmas.  The engineering 
component will reflect aggressive and conservative assumptions, 
engineering limits, and the device mission through constraints and other 
criteria. 
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Systems analysis of FNS facilities 

Tritium breeding (breeder choices, tritium removal, TBR, n-multiplier,…) 

Plasmas that are 100% non-inductive (no disruptions, weak nominal transients, fBS vs 
fCD, conservative parameters required for mission …) 

Plasma materials interaction issues (dust production, material surface degradation and 
transport, …) 

Qualified structural materials and coolant/breeder compatibility (ferritic steel up to 20 
dpa?, He coolant, stationary breeder, …) 

Maintenance/replacement strategies (“as simple as possible”, construct device 
remotely, …) 

Facility requirements lead to R&D definition: 

Systems studies show how physics or engineering improvements can impact 
the facility, which motivates R&D 

Systems studies show how assumptions, constraints and limits enable 
solutions to be found for facilities (or not), and motivate R&D 



More on Systems Analysis 

Plasmas that 
satisfy power 
and particle 
balance 

Inboard radial 
build and 
engineering 
limits 

Top and 
outboard build, 
and costing 

physics engineering build out/cost 

Systems analysis flow (detailed analysis is used where 
necessary) 

Scan several plasma 
parameters to generate 
large database of 
physics operating points 

Screen physics 
operating points thru 
physics filters, 
engineering feasibility, 
and engineering filters 

Surviving feasible 
operating points are 
built out and costed, 
graphical display of 
parameters (COE) 



3.  Collection of critical R&D needs, with initial 
assessment of how to address the needs (but more 

detailed assessment to follow this exercise) 

–  Identify DEMO/power plant rollback parameters that point to required 
R&D 

–  Identify missions and solution sensitivities from systems analysis that 
justify R&D 

–  Identify potential facilities to address R&D (test stands, fission reactors, 
a fusion device, etc.) 

–  Initial estimate of time required to reach needed information from R&D 

–  Can we see an international opportunity (collaboration) to access this 
R&D 

–  Are there existing programs in the US, outside of FES, that we could 
leverage off of or collaborate with to access the R&D 

–  Is there a sequence of risk and R&D “completeness” trade-offs? 



Deliverables  

Quantitative characterization of 
DEMO/power plant requirements to 
the extent possible (including 
qualitative where necessary). 

Identification of “missions” along 
the FNS pathway to DEMO. 

Operating space systems level 
analysis of possible devices/
facilities to address “missions”, with 
identified sensitivities to 
assumptions and constraints. 

A list of R&D needs to 
support the path to 
DEMO/power plants 
overall, and the 
“missions”, within their 
timeframes 



The FNS-Pathway Assessment 

The group: 

C. Kessel 
M. Abdou 
V. Chan 
R. Kurtz 
S. Milora 
J. Minervini 
R. Nygren 
F. Najmabadi 
H. Neilson 
M. Peng 
R. Stambaugh 
M. Tillack 
G. Tynan 
J. VanDam 
D. Whyte 

+ few more 

The activity will follow the thrusts outlined, and will 
follow guidance from OFES 

We will be preparing a number of questions and 
requests for information from experts in specific areas, 
like YOU 

We may need to go outside fusion to get expertise in 
some specific areas like RAMI, risk assessment, and 
approaches to high-tech development paths 

Will attend various meetings, introduce the activity and 
explain progress 

Are getting a website setup for our groups activities 
and to post information for the community 

Looking into a workshop or other venue to show 
significant progress and get overall community input 


